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Double photoionization of He at 80 eV excess energy in the equal-energy-sharing condition
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The high flux of the gas-phase beamline at the Elettra storage ring, Trieste~Italy!, and the efficiency of a
multicoincidence end station have been combined to measure the triple-differential cross section~TDCS! for
the double photoionization~DPI! of He at excess energiesE520 and 80 eV. The TDCS has been measured in
the equal-energy-sharing kinematics, in which the kinetic energies of the two photoelectrons are equal (E1

5E25E/2). The experiments are compared with the predictions of a many-body Coulomb wave method and
a convergent close-coupling calculation. The symmetrized gerade amplitudes of the He~DPI! extracted by the
experiments as well as by the two calculations have been fitted by a Gaussian function. The results support the
validity of the parametrization of the gerade amplitude via only one parameter, the full width at half maximum
q1/2, of the Gaussian function, up to 80 eV above threshold.
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The double photoionization~DPI! of He represents the
archetype of the three-body problem~two interacting elec-
trons coupled to a positivestructurelessresidual ion!. The
complete characterization of the process implies the de
tion of the two photoelectrons in coincidence after ene
and angular selection. In such an experiment the triply
ferential cross sectiond3s/dV1dV2dE1 ~TDCS!, i.e., a
cross section differential in the angles of emission of the t
photoelectronsV15(q1 ,w1) and V25(q2 ,w2) and in one
kinetic energy, is measured. The kinetic energyE2 of the
other electron is determined by energy conservat
hn-V(He21)5E5E11E2 , whereV(He21)579.004 eV is
the He double-ionization potential@1# and E is the excess
energy. In an alternative experimental approach the TD
can also be obtained by detecting in coincidence the H21

recoil ion and one of the two photoelectrons, as in theCOL-

TRIMS method@2#. The value of the total DPI cross sectio
for He
~>8.76310221 and 3.83310221 cm2 at 20 and 80 eV above
threshold, respectively@3#!, the need of an energetic and tu
able photon source, and the intrinsic difficulties of coin
dence experiments have hampered the measurements o
TDCS for a long time. The first experimental measurem
of the He TDCS was performed by Schwarzkopftet al. @4# at
E520 eV in the equal-energy-sharing condition (E15E2
5E/2). Since then several measurements have been rep
in the literature~see Briggs and Schmidt@5# for a review of
the data up to 2000 and Kheifets and Bray@6# for more
recent data!. On the theoretical side, considerable progr
has been made in the last few years in the description of
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three-body Coulomb problem; however, a universally app
cable theory is still missing. Experimentally, at a fixed inc
dent energy the TDCS can be measured under a variet
kinematic conditions~changing the energy sharing betwe
the electrons and/or their angles of emission!. This results in
a large body of data and hampers direct comparisons am
different sets of data and between experiment and theor

By considering the invariance with respect to rotati
around the electric-vector direction of the incident radiati
and the general properties of the spherical harmonics,
TDCS can be separated into geometrical factors and dyna
cal parameters@7#. This leads to a form of the TDCS that i
the case of incident radiation that propagates along thez axis
and is fully linearly polarized along the«5«x axis can be
written as@7#

d3s

dV1dV2dE1
}uag~E1 ,E2 ,q12!~cosq11cosq2!

1au~E1 ,E2 ,q12!~cosq12cosq2!u2,

~1!

where q1 and q2 are the angles of emission of the tw
photoelectrons with respect to« and q12 is the angle be-
tween the directions of emission of the two photoelectro
The complex amplitudesag and au are, respectively, sym
metric and antisymmetric relative to the exchange ofE1 and
E2 . Theq12 andE dependence of these amplitudes includ
all the physical information on the dynamics of the proce
i.e., the effects of the electron-electron and electro
residual-ion interactions. Thus it is of considerable interes
find a suitable representation of these amplitudes that m
facilitate comparisons across a variety of reaction kinema
@6,8–10#.

In the case of equal-energy-sharing experimentsau50;
thus the TDCS reduces to a simple form. Since the first m

e
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 034702
surements of the TDCS the symmetric amplitudeag , often
called in the literature the ‘‘correlation factor,’’ has been re
resented by a Gaussian function,

ag}exp@22 ln 2~q122180!2/q1/2
2 #, ~2!

whereq1/2 is the correlation width. This form follows from
the Wannier-type theories@11,12# in which the angular varia-
tion near the Wannier saddle decouples from the radial
tion @13# and can be described by the ground-state w
function of a harmonic oscillator. These models are expec
to be valid only at small excess energies. However, it tur
out that the Gaussian form may be used as a useful app
mation to describe several experiments at higher excess
ergy @10#. More recently Kheifets and Bray@6# supported the
validity of the Gaussian parametrization via a fully nume
cal calculation in the range of excess energy 3–80 eV.

The measurement of the TDCS in equal energy sha
becomes increasingly difficult asE increases. Indeed, the to
tal DPI cross section rises from threshold up to its maxim
value atE520 eV and then rapidly decreases@3#. Moreover,
the equal-energy-sharing kinematic condition correspond
the minimum of the energy distributionds/dE1 ~see, for
example, Fig. 7 in@5#!. By taking advantage of the high flu
of the Gas-phase photoemission beamline at the Elettra
age ring and the efficiency of the multicoincidence end s
tion @14#, we have measured the TDCS of He in the equ
energy-sharing condition atE580 eV. These measuremen
extend the studies of He DPI in equal energy sharing, so
limited to E560 eV @15#, to a higher excess energy.

The gas-phase photoemission beamline and the end
tion have been described in detail elsewhere@14,16,17#. The
multicoincidence experimental chamber is equipped with
electrostatic analyzers. Seven analyzers are mounted
turntable that rotates in the plane perpendicular to the di
tion z of propagation of the incident radiation. The remaini
three analyzers are mounted on a smaller turntable at 0°,
and 60°, respectively, with respect to the polarization vec
« of the light.

In the present experiments the measurements were
formed in the plane perpendicular to the direction of t
incident beam. Each analyzer was operated with an en
resolution of 0.3 and 1.2 eV atE520 and 80 eV, respec
tively, and with an angular acceptance of63°. The coinci-
dence angular distributions are measured by selecting e
trons ejected at fixed directions with the three analyzers
the smaller turntable and for successive rotations of
larger turntable. Up to 21 coincidence pairs are obtained
multaneously. In the following the electron measured a
fixed direction will always be labeled ‘‘1.’’ Two sets of mea
surements atE520 and 80 eV were performed. Several r
sults in equal-energy-sharing conditions have been repo
in the literature atE520 eV @4,9,18–21#. Thus the measure
ment atE520 eV was used as a benchmark for the behav
of the spectrometer.

The relative efficiency of the analyzers was calibrated
the measurement of photoelectron angular distributions w
known b parameters@Ne(2p) and Ar(3p) at 10 and 40 eV
above threshold, respectively# and then confirmed by deter
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mining theb parameter of the photoelectron angular dist
bution of He(1s) at the same kinetic energies. The overlap
the field of view of the analyzers was checked by a series
photoemission measurements at different relative positi
of the incident beam and the full spectrometer. Then
efficiency correction derived from the noncoincidence m
surements was applied to the coincidence ones. The val
of this assumption was tested by measuring the coincide
yield at two positions of the larger turntable that allow ove
lap of two nearby analyzers. Therefore all the experimen
data are internormalized and can be reported on the s
relative scale. This can be checked by observing that
same coincidence yield is measured for different configu
tions of the analyzers corresponding to the same kinema
@for example~q150° andq25120°, 150°, and 180°! and
~q150°, 30°, and 60° andq25180°!#.

The experiments were performed athn599 and 159 eV
using the first harmonic of the undulator. The photoelect
angular distribution of He(1s) at these photon energies co
firmed that within the uncertainty of the measurements
incident radiation is fully linearly polarized along thex axis.
With a photon flux of 1.431012 photon/s~measured by an
IRS photodiode placed behind the end station! and a residual
pressure in the chamber of about 731025 Torr the coinci-
dence count rate atE580 eV was about 10 mHz per pair o
detectors and the true-to-random ratio always better than
The total acquisition time in the case of the measuremen
E580 eV was'13 h.

The TDCSs measured atE520 and 80 eV are reported i
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, respectively. The experiments are com
pared with the predictions of the convergent close-coupl
theory ~CCC! theory @22,23# and the three-body Coulom
wave method including virtual states~VS-3C! @24,25#.

The CCC method is a fully numerical approach and rel
on intensive computation. For the final state it solves
Schrödinger equation for the system of a photoelectron sc
tering on the He1 ion by employing the close-coupling ex
pansion of the total wave function. The DPI results from t
electron-impact ionization of the He1 ion. The initial state is
represented by a highly correlated Hylleraas-type wave fu
tion. The CCC integrated DPI cross sections agree with
experiments over a broad energy range@26#. The use of a
highly correlated ground-state wave function ensures that
results have insignificant dependence on the three gau
Therefore only the velocity gauge calculation is shown
Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!.

In the VS-3C method@25# the three-body Hilbert space i
subdivided into two regions. In the ‘‘inner’’ or ‘‘short-range
region in which the potential energy~U! dominates over the
kinetic energy~K!, the two electrons occupy all the virtua
states off the two-body energy shell, while conserving
total energy. In the ‘‘far zone,’’ where the asymptotic regim
(K.U) is reached, the virtual states are matched smoo
to the well-known 3C wave function@24# to achieve correct
asymptotic behavior. For the initial state a correlated wa
function that fulfills the cusp condition has been adopted
all cases considered so far@25#, the VS-3C calculations
turned out to be gauge dependent, but not as strongly
when using the 3C model. In particular, the calculations p
2-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 034702
formed with the VS-3C method the length and velocity fo
differ mainly in magnitude, but less in shape. This is the c
for the results presented in this paper and hence we s
only the cross sections evaluated in the velocity form. T
VS-3C calculations are in general in better agreement w
the experimental data than calculations based on the
wave function only. The latter are not presented here for
sake of clarity of figures. Both the experiments and
VS-3C calculation have been normalized to the CCC ca
lation at q150° andq25240° and 265° atE520 and 80

FIG. 1. He TDCSs forE520 eV, E15E2510 eV ~a! and E
580 eV, E15E2540 eV ~b!. The experimental TDCSs are com
pared with the predictions of the CCC~dashed lines! and VS-3C
~dotted line! models in the velocity form. In the top left corner o
each panel the experimental TDCSs are reported also in polar
and compared with the results of the fit using Eq.~1! with the
amplitude represented by the Gaussian function in Eq.~2!.
03470
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eV, respectively. An acceptable agreement between theo
and experiments in both shape and relative intensity is
served for the three measured TDCSs atE520 eV. Similar
agreement is observed atE580 eV, although it appears tha
a slightly different relative intensity is predicted by the tw
theories whenq1 changes from 0° to 60°. In the top le
corner of each panel the experimental data are reporte
polar plots and compared with the results of a fit based
the Gaussian ansatz@11,12# for the ag amplitude. For each
excess energy the fit to the full set of measured TDCSs
pends only on two parameters: a scaling factor and the
relation widthq1/2, which appears in Eq.~2!. The best val-
ues for the correlation widths are 9063 and 12064 for E
520 and 80 eV, respectively. The value obtained atE
520 eV is in good agreement with the results of previo
measurements collected in Table I. This rules out major
perimental artifacts in the measurements of the pres
TDCS.

The main information on the reaction mechanism a
many-electron correlations is contained in the amplitudeag .
The uagu2 extracted from the TDCSs calculated by the tw
models are compared with the experimental ones and w

ts

FIG. 2. uagu2 extracted from the experimental data compar
with the ones predicted by the CCC~dashed line! and VS-3C~dot-
ted line! models. The full line is the best fit to the experimental da
of a Gaussian function withq1/259063 and 12064 for E520 and
80 eV, respectively.

TABLE I. The q1/2 values of the Gaussian function fitted t
different sets of experimental data atE520 eV.

Ref. @4# 90.464
Ref. @18# 90.962
Ref. @9#a 9162
Ref. @19# 91.662
Ref. @20# 90.262
Ref. @21# 9163
Present work 9063

aIn this caseE518.6 eV.
2-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 034702
the Gaussian functions that provide the best fit to the exp
ments in Fig. 2. At theq12 values where multiple experimen
tal determinations exist a weighted average has been ca
lated and reported in Fig. 2. Only data relative toq12
<170° have been represented. The amplitudes extracte
the CCC calculations are in fair agreement with the exp
ments, while the ones derived by the VS-3C model seem
predict a less correlated electron motion atE520 eV and a
more correlated one atE580 eV. This is clearly indicated
by the values ofq1/2 obtained by a fit with a Gaussian func
tion to the theoretical amplitudes and reported in Table
These results show that the use of the amplitude makes

TABLE II. The q1/2 values of the Gaussian function fitted to th
present experimental data and to the theoretical amplitudes.

E
20 eV 80 eV

Experiment 9063 12064
CCC 90.6 117

VS-3C 103 108
u,

t,
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comparison among experiments and theory more com
and direct, and allows one to outline differences among
theoretical predictions that may be hidden in the compari
of the TDCSs because of the modulation imposed by
kinematical factor.

In conclusion, we have extended the measurements o
TDCS of He in equal-energy-sharing conditions up toE
580 eV. We have shown that an efficient comparison
tween experiment and theory can be achieved usinguagu2
instead of the TDCS. Moreover, the Gaussian ansatz app
to be a suitable representation of theag amplitude up to this
energy. This confirms the numerical results of Kheifets a
Bray @6#. The Gaussian representation of theag amplitude is
a very useful tool to reduce the comparison among differ
experiments and experiments and theory to only one par
eter: the value ofq1/2. Whether the use of the Gaussia
ansatz might be extended to higher excess energy, wher
motion in the continuum of the two electrons is expected
become less correlated, is still a matter of investigation.
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